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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we study a class of mixed quasi-variational-like nclusion with a bifunc- 
tion in reflexive Banach spaces. By applying a minimax inequality due to the first author, some 
existence and uniqueness theorems of solutions for the mixed quasi-variational-like inclusions are 
proved. Next, by applying the auxiliary variational inequality technique, we suggest an iterative 
algorithm to compute the approximate solutions of the mixed quasi-variational-like nclusions. The 
convergence criteria of the algorithm is studied under quite mild conditions. Our results represent 
improvement and generalization of the previously known results in literature. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space B, B* be the topological dual space of B, 
and (u,v} be the pair ing between u c B* and v C B. Let T ,A  : D -~ B*, N : B* x B* - -  B*, 
77 : D x D -* B be mappings and w* E B*. Let qo : B x B --* ( - c~,  +c~] be a real bifunction. 
In this paper, we shall investigate the mixed quasi-variational-l ike inclusion problem MQVLIP:  
find u E D, such that  
(N(Tu, Au) -w*,~7(v,u)l + ~(v,u) - ~(u,u) > O, Vv e D. (1.1) 
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Special  Cases 
CASE (I). If the bifunction ~(., .) is ~-subdifferentiable and lower semicontinuous in the first 
argument, hen MQVLIP (1.1) reduces to the following variational inclusion problem: find u E D, 
such that 
0 E N(Tu, Tu) - w* + A~(u, u), (1.2) 
where A~(v, u) denotes the ~-subdifferential of ~(., u) at v for each u E B, see [1-3]. 
CASE (II). Let K : D ~ 2 B be a set-valued mapping, such that each K(u) is a closed convex 
set in B. If for each u e D, ~a(., u) = IK(~)(') is the indicator function of K(u), i.e., 
f 0, if v E g(u) ,  
IK(u) (v) 1, +c~, otherwise, 
then MQVLIP (1.1) reduces to the following quasi-variational-like n quality problem: find u E D, 
such that 
uEK(u)  and (N(Tu, Tu) -w* ,~(v ,u )}>O,  VvEK(u) .  (1.3) 
CASE ( I I I ) .  If ~(v, u) = f(v) for all v, u E B where f : B -* (-c~, +oo] is a given function, theI1 
MQVLIP (1.1) reduces to the following mixed variational-like inequality problem: find u E D, 
such that 
{N(Tu, Au) - w*, ~l(v, u)} + f(v) - f(u) > O, Y v E D. (1.4) 
Problem (1.4) and its special cases have been introduced and studied by Ding [4-8], Chen- 
Liu [9], and Fang-Huang [10] in Banach spaces, and by Lee-Ansari-Yao [3] and Ansari-Yao [11] 
in Hilbert spaces. 
CASE (IV). If N(Tu, Av) = Tu - Av for all u, v E D, then MQVILIP (1.1) is equivalent to find 
u E D, such that 
<Tu-Au-w* ,v (v ,u ) )+~(v ,u ) -~(u ,u )>_O,  VvED.  (1.5) 
Problem (1.5) is the strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality problem. Prob- 
lem (1.5) with ~a -- 0 was studied by Noor [12] in Hilbert spaces which arise naturally in connection 
with the minimum of a semi-invex function over a semi-invex sets. 
CASE (V). If ~(v, u) = g(v) - g(u) for all v, u E D where g : D ~ B is a given mapping, then 
problem (1.1) is equivalent to find u E D, such that 
(N(Tu, Au) - w*,g(v) - g(u)) + ~(v,u) - ~(u,u) > O, Yv E D. (1.6) 
Problem (1.6) is also new. As a special case of problem (1.6) where w* = 0, N(Tu, Av) = 
Tu-  Av, and ~(v,u) = f(v) for all u,v E D, the mixed variational inequality problem is 
introduced and studied by Yao [13] in Hilbert spaces where some existence theorems and iterative 
algorithms of solutions were proved under suitable conditions. Ding [4-7] further studied the 
special case of problem (1.6) in reflexive Banach spaces. 
There are many special cases of problems (1.1)-(1.6) which can be found in [14-20], and the 
references cited therein. Therefore MQVLIP (1.1) is a more general and unifying one, which is 
also one of the main motivations of this paper. 
In this paper, we first prove some existence and uniqueness theorems of solutions for the 
MQVLIP (1.1) under weaker assumptions in reflexive Banach spaces. Next, by using the aux- 
iliary problem technique, we suggest and analyze a new algorithm to compute the approximate 
solutions of MQVLIP (1.1). The convergence criteria of the algorithm is studied under quite mild 
conditions. Our results improve and generalize many previously known results in Hilbert spaces 
to reflexive Banach spaces. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
We first recall the following definitions and some known results. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D be a nonempty subset era Banach space B with the dual space B*. Let 
T : D ~ B* and V : D x D ~ B be two mappings. Then T is called: 
(1) V-cocoercive, if there exists a constant a > O, such that 
(Tu - Tv, n(u,v)) > allTu - TvlL 2, Vu, v e D; 
(2) ~?-monotone, if
(Tu -  Tv, v(u,v)) >0, Vu, v e D; 
(3) strictly ~-monotone, if 
(Tu -Tv ,  y(u,v)) >O, Vu, vED,  w i thu¢v;  
(4) ~l-strongly monotone, if there exists a constant fl > O, such that 
(Tu -Tv ,  v(u,v)> >_/~llu-v[I 2, Yu, v e D; 
(5) q?-relaxed Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant ~ >_ O, such that 
(Tu - Tv, v(u,v)) < -~[[u -v[[ 2, Vu, v • D; 
(6) Lipschitz continuous,/f there exists a constant L > O, such that 
[[Tu - Tvl] <_ L[[u - v[[, Y u, v e D. 
If y(u, v) = u - v for all u, v • D, then Definitions (1), (2), (4), and (5) reduce to the 
definitions of cocoercivity [21], monotonicity and strong monotonicity [22], and relaxed Lipschitz 
continuity [23], respectively. The notion of q-relaxed Lipschitz continuity is called by Ansari 
and Yao [11] ~?-relaxed monotone. It is clear that if T is ~kstrongly monotone with constant a, 
then -T  is ~-relaxed Lipschitz continuous with a same constant. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let D be a nonempty subset of a Banach space B with the dual space B*, 
T ,A  : D --* B*, N : B* x B* --, B*, and Tl : D x D ~ B. 
(1) N(., .) is said to be Lipschitz continuous in the first argument, if there exists a constant 
(71 ~> O, such that 
I [N(u, ' ) -N(v, ' ) [ [  < ol l lu-v l l ,  Vu, veB* .  
Similarly, we can define the Lipschitz continuity of N(., .) in the second argument. 
(2) N(., .) is said to be ~l-cocoercive in the first argument with respect o T, if there exists a 
constant a > O, such that 
(N(Tu, .) - N(Tv,  .), ~(u, v)) >_ allTu - Tv][ 2, Vu, v • D. 
(3) N(., .) is said to be ~-strongly monotone in the second argument with respect to A, if 
there exists a constant ~ > O, such that 
(N(. ,Au) -N( . ,Av) ,v (u ,v ) )  > ~[lu- v]l 2, Yu, v • D. 
(4) r] is said to be Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant 5 >_ O, such that 
IlnO,,v)ll < allu - vii, Vu, v • D. 
If N(Tu,  Av) = Tu - Av for all u, v • D and A is ~-relaxed Lipschitz continuous with constant 
> 0, then N(.,-) is ~-strongly monotone in second argument with respect o A with constant ~. 
In fact, we have 
(N( ' ,Au) -Y ( . ,Av) ,~7(u ,v ) )=(Av-Au ,~(u ,v ) )>_~][u -v l ]  2, Vu, veD.  
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DEFINITION 2.3. The bifunction ~ : B x B ~ ( -c~,  +oc] is said to be skew-symmetric if 
~(u,u)  - ~(~,,v) - ~(v,u)  + ~(v, v) > O, Vu, v e B. 
The skew-symmetric bifunctions have the properties which can be considered an analogs of 
monotonicity of gradient and nonnegativity of a second derivative for the convex function. For 
the properties and applications of the skew-symmetric bifunction, the reader may consult [24]. 
The following notions were introduced by Zhou and Chen [25]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. lb(v, u) : B x B --~ [-cx~, +oo] is said to be diagonally convex (respectively, 
diagonallyconcave) in v, i f foranyf in i teset  {v l , . . . ,  vn} C_ B and anyu  = ~-~=ln A~v~ withA~ _> 0 
and n ~i=l  h~ = 1, 
 o(u, u) _< respectively, _> . 
i=1  i=1 
!b(v, u) is said to be O-diagonally convex (respectively, O-diagonally concave) in v if for any finite 
n n h set {v l , . . . ,  vn} C B and any u E ~=1 hiv{ with hl ~_ 0 and ~-~i=1 i -- 1, 
0 <_ h~¢(vi, u) respectively, 0 >_ h~(v~, u . 
i=1  i=1 
EXAMPLE. Let g : B ~ ( -c~,  +oo] be a proper convex function. Define a bifunction ~ : B x B --* 
( -oo ,  +col by 
e B. 
Then it is easy to check that ~(., .) is skew-symmetric and for each fixed u E B, the function 
v ~-* ~(v, u) is proper convex. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let D be a convex subset of a Banach space B and K : D --~ R be a Frdchet 
differentiable function. K is said to be: 
(i) ~-convex [26], if 
K (v )  -K (u )  >_ (K'(u),  ~l(v, u)>, V u, v E D; 
(ii) ~?-strongly convex [11], if there exists a constant # > O, such that 
- K (u )  - (K t (u ) ,  r](v, u)) >_ 2 ]iu - v[lu' Vu,  v E D.  K(v)  
/ f  r/(v, u) : v - u for all v, u E D, then K is said to be strongly convex. 
The following notion is a generalization of the corresponding notion introduced by Ding and 
Tarafdar [27] and Ding [8]. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space B, T, A : D -~ B*, 
N : B* x B* --* B*, w* E B*, and 77 : D x D --* B be mappings. N(.,  .), T, A, w*, and ~1 are said 
to have the O-diagonally concave relation on D if the function ~b : D x D --~ ( -oo,  +oo] defined 
by 
~b(v, u) = (N(Tu,  Au) - w*, ~(u, v)) 
is O-diagonally concave in v, i.e., for any finite set {v l , . . .  , v,~} C D and for any u ---- z im=l  hiv i
(h~ ~ 0 and ~=1 hi = 1), 
< 0. 
i : l  
REMARK 2.1. It  iS easy ~o see that if, for each u E D, ~l(u,u) = 0 and the function v H 
(N(Tu,  Au) - w*, r/(u, v)) is concave, then N(., .), T, A, w*, and ~ have the 0-diagonally concave 
relation on D. 
The proof of the following Lemma 2.1 can be found in [28]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space and let ~b : 
D x D ~ f-co, +co] be such that 
(i) for each v E D, u ~-* ¢(v, u) is lower semicontinuous on each nonempty compact subset 
o lD ,  
(ii) for each nonempty finite set {Vl,..., Vm} C D and for each u = ~-~m=l A~vi (A~ >_ O, 
~i~=1 Ai = 1), minl_<i_<m ¢(v~, u) _< 0, 
(iii) there exist a nonempty compact convex subset Do of D and a nonempty compact subset K 
of D, such that for each u E D \ K,  there is a v E co(D0 U {u}) with ¢(v,u) > 0. 
Then there exists a (z E K ,  such that ¢(v, fi) < 0, for all v E D. 
3. EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
In this section, we shall prove some existence and uniqueness theorems of solutions for the 
MQVLIP (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space B 
with the dual space B*. Let T, A : D --~ B*, N : B* x B* -~ B*, and ~ : D x D --~ B be mappings, 
w* E B* and ~ : B x B --* ( -oo,  Toe] be a weakly continuous bifunction, such that 
(i) the mapping u ~-* N(Tu ,  Au) is continuous from the weak topology on B to the strong 
topology on B*, 
(ii) ~l(u, v) = -Tl(v, u) for all u, v E D and for each fixed v E D, u ~ ~l(U, v) is continuous 
from the weak topology to the weak topology, 
(iii) N(.,  .), T, A, w*, and ~ have the O-diagonally concave relation on D, 
(iv) ip(v, u) is skew-symmetric and diagonally convex in v. 
Then MQVL IP  (1.1) has a solution ~ E D. If, further assume that 
(v) the mapping g : D ~ B* defined by g(u) = N(Tu,  Au) for allu E D isstrictlyTl-monotone, 
then the solution ~ of MQVL IP  (1.1) is unique. 
PROOF. Define a function ¢ : D x D --* f-co, +co] by 
¢(v, u) = (N(Tu,  Au) - w*, V(u, v)) ÷ ~(u, u) - ~(v, u). 
Since u ~ N(Tu ,  Au) is continuous from the weak topology on B to the strong topology on B* 
and for each v E D, u ~ ~/(u, v) is continuous from the weak topology to the weak topology, 
we can prove that for each fixed v E D, the function u ~-~ (N(Tu,  Au) -w* ,  ~(u, v)} is weakly 
continuous on any weakly compact subset D1 of D. Let u E D1 and {us} C D1 be a weakly 
convergent net, us -~ u. By the assumptions, we have 
[ IN(Tu~,Au~) - N(Tu ,  Au)] I ~ 0 and ~(u~,v) -~ ~(u,v). 
Since for each v E D, u H ~(u, v) is continuous from the weak topology to the weak topology 
and DI is weakly compact, we have that for each v E D, the set {y(u,v)  : u E D1} is also weakly 
compact in B and hence {~(ua, v)} C {r/(u,v) : u E D1} is bounded. It follows that for each 
fixed v E D, 
](N(Tu~, Au~) - w*, ~l(u,, v)) - (N(Tu,  Au) - w*, ~(u, v)) I 
<_ ](N(Tu~, Au~) - g (Tu ,  Au), 7l(u,, v))] 
+ ](N(Tu, Au) - w*,~l(u~,v) - ~(u, v))] 
<_ ]lg(Tu~, du , )  - N(Tu ,  Au)]] ][~/(u~, v)l ] 
+ I(N(Tu, Au) - w*, ~(u, ,  v) - V(u, v)) I ~ 0. 
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Hence for each fixed v C D, the function 
u ~ ¢(v, u) = (N(Tu, Au) - w*, ~(u, v)) + ~(u, u) - ~(v, u) 
is weakly continuous on each weakly compact subset of D. We claim that ¢(v, u) satisfies Con- 
dition (ii) of Lemma 2.1. If it were not true, then there exist a finite set {v l , . . . ,  Vm} C D and a 
m _ m ~k = = . .  u = ~-~i=l A~v~ (),~ > 0, )-~i=1 ~ 1), such that ~b(v~, u) > 0 for all i 1 , . ,  m, that is 
(N(Tu, Au) - w*, rl(u, vi)) + ~(u, u) - ~o(v~, u) > 0, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m. 
It follows that 
Ai (N(Tu, Au) - w*, rl(u, vi)) + ~(u, u) - Ai~(vi, u) > 0. 
i=i i=i 
Since ~(v, u) is diagonally convex in v, we must have 
m 
A~ <N(Tu, Au) - w*, ~l(u, v~)) > 0, 
i=1  
which contradicts the fact that N(., .), T, A, w*, and ~/have the 0-diagonally concave relation 
on D. Therefore Condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1 holds. Since D is bounded closed and convex, D is 
also a weakly compact convex subset of B. Letting D = Do = K,  Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1 
is satisfied trivially. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a fi E D, such that ¢(v,5) _< 0 for all v E D, 
that is 
(N(T~,Af~)-w*,rl(fi, v))+~(fL, C~)-~(v, fi)<_O, for all v e D. 
Since y(u, v) = -~?(v, u) for all u, v e D, we obtain 
(N(T~,A~)-w*,~7(v, fz))+~(v, fO-~(fL, fz)>O, VvED,  
i.e., fi is a solution of MQVLIP (1.1). 
Now we prove that fi is a unique solution of MQVLIP (1.1). Suppose that ul, u2 are arbitrary 
two solutions of problem (1.1) with ul ~ u2. Then, we have 
(N(Tul,Aul) -w*,~(v, ul)) + ~(v, ul) - ~(u l ,u l )  > 0, Vv e D, (3.1) 
(N(Tu2,Au2) - w*,~(v,u2)) +~(v, u2) - ~(u2,u2) >_ 0, Yv c D. (3.2) 
Note that ~(u, v) = -~(v,  u) for all u, v E D. Taking v = u2 in (3.1) and v = ul in (3.2) and 
adding these inequalities, we obtain 
(N(Tul, Aul) -N(Tu2, Au2), r/(u2, Ul))q-~(u2, Ul) -~O(Ul, Ul) q-~(ul, u2) -~(u2 ,  u2) >_ 0. (3.3) 
Since ~(., .) is skew-symmetric, we have 
<g(Tul, Aul) - N(Tu2, Au2), ~(ul, u2)) __. 0, 
which contradicts Condition (v). Hence we must have Ul = u2 and so fi is the unique solution of 
MQVLIP (1.1). | 
REMARK 3.1. If for each u e D, ~(u,u) = 0 and the function v ~ (N(Tu, Au) - w*,rl(u,v)) 
is concave, or in particular v ~ ~(u, v) is affine or linear, then Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1 is 
satisfied. If 77(u, v) = u - v for all u, v e D, then Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied trivially. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space B with 
the dual space B*. Let T ,A  : D --* B*, N : B* x B* --* B*, and U : D x D ~ B be 
mappings. Let w* E B* and ~ : B x B ~ ( -co,  +c~] be a weakly continuous functional, 
such that int{v E D : ~(v, v) < co} # @. Suppose that 
(i) the mapping u ~-* N(Tu,  Au) is continuous from the weak topology on B to the strong 
topology on B* and it is u-strongly monotone with constant a > O, 
(ii) U is Lipschitz continuous with constant 5 >_ O, such that U(u, v) -- -U(v, u) for all u, v E D 
and for each fixed w E D, u H q(u, w) is continuous from the weak topology to the weak 
topology, 
(iii) N(., .), T, A, w*, and U have the O-diagonally concave relation on D, 
(iv) ~(v, u) is skew-symmetric and for each u E B, v ~-* ~(v, u) is proper convex. 
Then MQVLIP (1.1) has a unique solution fz E D. 
PROOF. Define a function ¢ : D x D -~ f-co, +c~] by 
¢(v, u) = (N(Tu, Au) - w*, U(u, v)> + ~(u, u) - ~(v, u). 
By the proof of Theorem 3.1, ¢(v,u) satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.1. Since 
for each v E B, u ~ ~(u, v) is proper convex weakly lower semicontinuous functional and 
int{v E D : ~(v,v) < co} ¢ O. Take v* E int{v E D : ~(v,v) < co}. By Proposition 1.2.6 of 
Pascali and Sburlan [29, p. 27], ~(., v*) is subdifferentiable at v*. Hence, we have 
~(u,v* ) -~, (v* ,v* )>_( r ,u -v* ) ,  ¥ reO~( . ,v* ) ,  ueB.  
Noting that ~(., .) is skew-asymmetric, we have 
~(u,u) - ~ (v*,u) > ~ (u,v*) - ~ (v*,v*) > ( r ,u -  v*), Vr e 0~(. ,v*) ,  ueB.  
By the u-strong monotonicity of the mapping u ~ N(Tu,  Au) and ~(u, v) = -U(v, u), we have 
(v*, u) = (g(Tu,  Au) - w*, T/(u, v*)) + ~(u, u) - ~ (v*, u) 
> (Y  (Tv*, Av*) - g (Tu ,  Au), ~ (v*, u)) 
- (Y (Tv* ,Av* ) -w* ,v (v* ,u ) )  - ( r ,u -v* )  
_> a []u - v* [[2 _ 5 fiN (Tv*, Av*) - w* [[ flu - v* [I - []r[[ I[u - v* [[ 
-- [[u - v* ]l [a flu - v* [] - 5 I]g (Tv*, Av*) - w* I[ - fir[l] • 
Let R = (1/a)[5[[N(Tv*,Av*) -w*[I  + []rll ] and K -- {u E D : f lu-v*][ < R}. Then K and 
Do = {v*} are both weakly compact convex subsets of D. For each u E D \ K, there exists 
v* E co(D0 U {u}), such that ~(v*, u) > 0 and so Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied. By 
Lemma 2.1, there exists ~t E D, such that ¢(% ~) < 0, for all v E D, i.e., 
(Y (T~,A~) -w* ,u (v ,~) )+~(v ,~) -~(~t ,~)>_O,  VvED.  
So fi is a solution of MQVLIP (1.1). Suppose that u l and u2 axe any two solutions of problem (1.1), 
then we have 
<N(Tul, Aul)  - w*, U(v, ul)) ÷ ~(v, ul) - ~(ul, ul) ~ 0, Vv E D, (3.4) 
(g(Tu2, Au2) - w*, ~(v, u2)> ÷ ~(v, u2) - ~(u2.u2) _> 0, Vv E D. (3.5) 
Note that ~(., .) is skew-symmetric and ~/(u, v) -- -~(v, u) for all u, v E D. Taking v --- u2 
in (3.4) and v ---- u~ in (3.5) and adding these inequalities, we obtain 
a[iu~ - u2 [[2 < (N(Tu~, Au~) - N(Tu~, Au2), U(Ul, u~)) < 0. 
Since a > 0, we get Ul = u2. Therefore ~ is the unique solution of MQVLIP (1.1). | 
REMARK 3.2. Theorem 3.2 improves and generalizes Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 of Ding [5,6,8]. The- 
orem 3.2 can also be employed to obtain some improvement and generalizations of existence and 
uniqueness results for various kinds of variational inequalities and complementarity problems 
in [1-20,22,23,27]. 
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4. GENERAL ALGORITHM AND CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we shall use the auxiliary principle technique to give a genera/ algorithm of 
approximate solutions for MQVLIP (1.1) and the convergence analysis of the algorithm. 
Let K : D ~ (-GO, +oo] be a given Frdchet differentiable convex functional and p > 0 be 
a given positive number. For a given ~ E D, we consider the following auxiliary variational 
inequality problem: find w E D, such that 
(K'(w) - K '  (~) ,v - w} > -p  (N (T4, A~) - w*, ,(v,  w)} + p~(w, w) - p~(v, w), 
VvED.  
(4.1) 
We note that if w -= fi, then clearly ~ is a solution of MQVLIP (1.1). Based on these obser- 
vations, we suggest the following genera/algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of 
MQVLIP (1.1). 
ALGORITHM 4.1. GENERAL ALGORITHM. 
(i) At n = 0, start with some initial u0, 
(ii) At step n, solve the auxiliary variational inequality (4.1) with fi = u~. Let un+l be the 
solution of problem (4.1), 
(iii) If, for given e > 0, [[u~+l - un[] _< e, stop. Otherwise, repeat (ii). 
REMARK 4.1. Algorithm 4.1 is an interesting way of computing a solution to MQVLIP (1.1) 
because the auxiliary variational inequality (4.1) is easier to solve than MQVLIP (1.1). Co- 
hen [15] has pointed out that many computational /gorithms including gradient, subgradient, 
and decomposition can be studied in the general framework of the auxiliary problem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space B with 
the duM space B*. Let T ,A  : D -~ B*, N : B* x B* -~ B*, and ~ : D x D -* B be mappings. 
Let w* E B* and ~ : B × B --~ (-oo, 4-oo] be skew-symmetric and weakly continuous, such that 
for each v E B, int( dom~(.,v)  ) A D ~ 0 and ~(.,v) is proper convex. Suppose that K isstrongly 
convex with constant # and K '  is continuous from the weak topology to the strong topology. 
Furthermore, suppose that 
(i) the mapping u ~-* N(Tu,  Au) is continuous from the weak topology on B to the strong 
topology on B*, 
(ii) N(., .) is Lipschitz continuous in the first and second arguments with constants al > 0 
and a2 > O, respectively, and it is ~-cocoercive in the first argument with respect to T 
with constant ~ > O, 
(iii) ~ is Lipschitz continuous with constant 5 >_ O, such that 
(a) ~(u, v) = V(u, z) + ~(z, v) for each u, v, z E D, 
(b) for each fixed v E D, u ~ ~(u, v) is continuous from the weak topology to the weak 
topology, 
(c) for each fixed u,w E D, v ~ (N(Tu, Au),~(w,v)) is concave, 
N(., .) is ~-strongly monotone in the second argument with respect to A with constant 





there exists a unique solution fi E D of MQVLIP (1.1), 
for each p > O, there exists a unique solution U~+l E D of the auxiliary problem (4.1) 
with un substituting for ~z, 
I f  
(4.2) 
0 < p < 52 + Ol e) ' 
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then the sequence {u~} de~ned by Algorithm 4.1 strongly converges to the unique solution ~ of 
MQVLIP (1.1). 
PROOF. 
(I) Since N(., .) is ~-cocoercive in the first argument with respect o T with constant a > 0, 
we have 
<Y(Tu, .) - Y (Tv ,  .),~?(u,v)) >_ allTu - Tvll 2 >_ o, Vu, v ~ D. 
Since N(., .) is r/-strongly monotone in second argument with respect o A with constant (, we 
have 
{N(.,Au) - Y(.,Av),~?(u,v)) > ~llu-vi i  2, Vu, v e D. 
It follows that 
{N(Tu, Au) - N(Tv,  Av), rl(u, v)} 
= (N(Tu,  Au) - N(Tv,  Au), rl(u, v)} + (N(Tv,  Au) - N(Tv ,  Av), ~l(u, v)} 
_>,~11~- vl?, V u, v e D. 
Hence, the mapping u ~ N(Tu, Au) is ~-strongly monotone with constant ~ > 0. Condi- 
tion (i) of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied where a is replaced by ~. Since for each u E D, the function 
v ~ (N(Tu, Au), ~?(u, v)) is concave, Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied. Note that Con- 
dition (iii)(a) implies ~(u,u) = 0 and ~(u,v) = -~?(v,u) for all u,v E D. By Theorem 3.2, 
Conclusion (I) holds. 
(II) Let ~ C D be the unique solution of MQVLIP (1.1). For each fixed p > 0 and u,~ C D, 
define a functional ¢ : D × D --~ I-co, +co] by 
¢(v, w) = (K'(u,~) - K'(w), v - w) - p (N(Tu~,Au~) - w*, ~(v, w)} + p~(w, w) - p~(v, w). 
By using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is easy to show that for each 
v E D, the function w ~-~ ¢(v, w) is weakly continuous on each weakly compact subset of D and 
so Condition (i) of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied. We claim Condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1 holds. If it 
n were false, then there exist a finite set {vb. . . ,  v,~} C D and a w = ~~i=1 )~iv~ with ;~ > 0 and 
n ~-~=1 hi = 1, such that 
¢(v~, w) = (g'(u,~) - K'(w),  v~ - w) 
+ p {N(Tu,~, Au~) - w*, ~(w, vi)} + p~(w, w) - p~(vi, w) > O, Vi = 1, . . . ,n .  
Note that Condition (iii)(a) implies ~](u, u) = 0 and ~(u, v) = -~(v, u) for all u, v e D. Thus, by 
the convexity of ~(., w) and the concavity of the map v ~ (N(Tu,~, Aun) -w* ,  ~(w, v)}, we have 
0 < ~Ai  [{K'(un) - K'(w),vi - w I 
i= l  
+p <N (Tun, Aun) -  w*, ~(w, vi) ) + p~(w, w) - p~p(v~, w)] 
n 
= <K'(un) - Kl(w), w - w> + p E A, (N(Tun, Au,)  - w*, V(w, v~)) 
i=1  
n 
+ P~(~, ~) - p E ~(~i ,  ~1 
i=1  
< p (Y(Tu,~, Au, 0 - w*, ~(w, w)} = O, 
which is a contradiction. Hence, Condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied. Note that the strong 
convexity of K implies that K I is strongly monotone with constant t > 0. By using similar 
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argument  as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it is easy to show that Condit ion (iii) of Lemma 2.1 is 
also satisfied. By  Lemma 2.1, there exists a point w E D,  such that ¢(v, w)  _< 0 for all v c D,  
i.e., 
(K ' (un) -K ' (w) ,v -w}-p(N(Tun ,  Au~,) -w* ,~(v ,w)}+p~(w,w) -p~(v ,w)  < O, Vv  e D. 
Hence, we have 
(K ' (w)  - K ' (us ) ,  v - w) > -p  (g (Tus ,  Aus)  - w*, V(v, w)) + p~(w,  w) - p~(v,  w), 
Yv E D. (4.3) 
This shows that w is a solution of problem (4.1) with ~ = un. Now we show that the solution 
of problem (4.1) is unique. Let wl and w2 be two solutions of problem (4.1). Then, for all v E D, 
(K ' (w l )  - K'(un) ,  v - wl)  >_ -p  (g (Tun ,  Aus)  - w*, V(v, w l ) )  
+ p~(~l, ~1) - ;~(v, ~1), (4.4) 
(K ' (w2)  - K ' (us ) ,v  - w2) >_ -p  (N(Tus ,  Aus)  - w* ,~(v ,  w2)) 
+ p~(~2, ~2) - p~(v, ~) .  (4.5) 
Taking v = w2 in (4.4) and v = wl in (4.5), and adding these inequalities, we obtain 
(K ' (~)  - K'(~I), ~ - ~1 >- - ;  (N(T~,s, Au~), ~(~2, ~)  + ~(~,  ~)1  
+ p(~(~,  ~)  - ~(~2, ~,~) - ~(~,  w2) + ~(w2, ~2) > o, 
by ~(w2, Wl) + ~(wl, w2) = 0 and ~(., .) being skew-symmetric. So we have 
(/('(Wl) -- g ' (w2) ,w l  - w2) _~ 0. 
The strong monotonicity of K '  implies 
/.tHW 1 - -  W2[] 2 ~__ (K/(Wl) - K/ (w2) ,Wl  - w2) ~_ O. 
Since # > 0, we get wl = w2, i.e., w is the unique solution of problem (4.2) with ~ = us. Letting 
Un+~ = w, the unique solution of problem (4.2) with ~ = un, Conclusion (II) is proved. 
(III) Let ~ E D be the unique solution of MQVLIP  (1.1). Define a functional A : D --~ 
( -co ,  +c~] by 
A(u) = K (~) - K(u)  - (Kt(u),~t - u ) .  
By the strong convexity of K ,  we have 
t~ A(u) = K (~) - K(u)  - (K ' (u) ,  ~ - u) > -~ Hu - hi] 2 . (4.6) 
Note that 7](u, v) = U(u, z) +v/(z, v) for all u, v, z E D implies U(u, v) = -U(v, u) for all u, v C D 
and ~(..) is skew-symmetric. From the strong convexity of K and (4.3) with w = un+l and v = ~, 
it follows that 
A(us) - A(u.+i )  = K(un+i )  - K (un)  - (K ' (u~) ,  u,~+i - u,~) 
+ (/( '( 'an+l) -- K'(Un),  u - ltn+l) 
> ~ []U, -- Us+l [I 2 + p (g (Tus ,  Aun)  - w*, V(Us+l, 5)) 
(4.7) 
+ p [~(~+1,  ~+1)  - ~ (a, ~s+~)] 
>-- 2 Hus - Us+i [[2 + p (N(Tu,~, Aus)  - N (T~t, A~t), r] (u~+l, ~)} 
+ p [(N (T~, A~) - w*, U (un+l, 5)) + ~ (un+~, 5) - ~ (a, 5)]. 
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Since ~ is a solution of MQVLIP (1.1) and u,~+~ D, we have 
(N (T4, AS) - w*, V (u~+~, ~)} + ~ (~tn+l, U) - -  ~ (?~, ~t) ~ 0. 
It follows that 
# 
A(u~) - A(u.+l) _> ~[[u~ - U~+l][ 2+ p (N(Tu~, Au~) - N (Tfi, A4), V(u.+l, ~)) 
# u 
= 311 n - u ,+~l l  ~ + q .  
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Now, by Conditions (i)-(iv), 
Q= p {N(Tun, Aun) - N (T~, A~), ~ (un+l, ~t)) 
p (N(Tun, Au~) - N (T~, A~), V(u~+l, un)l 
+ p (g(Tu~, Au=) - N (T~, Aft), V (us, ~)) 
= p (g(Tu~, Au~) - g (T~, Au~), ~ (u~, ~)) 
+ p (N (T~, Au~) - N (T~, Aft), 7/(un, ~)) 
+ p (Y(Tun,  Au~) - N (T~, Au~), V(u~+l, u~)) 
+ p (N (T~, Au~) - g (T~, A~), rl(u~+l, us)) 
>_ pa HTun - TS[[ 2 + p~ HUn - -  q~[[2 
- ;  IIN(T.., A..O - N (Te, A~.)ll Ib("-+~,"-)ll 
- ; 1IN (T~, A . . )  - N (T~, A~)ll Ib(- .+~,-.) l l  
_> pc, I I T~ - T~II 2 - p - ~ a  IIT~,~ - T'~I111~,~+1 - u,~ll 
- p ,~ I IAu , ,  - A~I I  I lu ,+~ - ~- I I  + P~ I lu ,  - ~11 ~ 
> p [~ IIT~, - T~II ~ - ,~  IIT~n - T~II Ib,,+l - ~,,111 
- po~;~ I lu~ - ~1111~+~ - ~,,,11 + P~ I1~,, - ~11 ~ 
f >-- P k---a-Z.I II,,n+~ - ~nll 2 - p~A I1~ - ~11 [lU~+l - ~nll + pC Ib-  - ~11 ~. 
Therefore, we have 
1 ( 
A(un)-  A(Un+l) ~ ~ tt ~ ] I lu~+l- u~ll 2 
- po~;~ I I , , .  - ~1111~n+~ - ~,,11 + ;~ I lu,,  - ~[I ~ (4 .s )  
> p~-  ~( ,~_ -~/~; j  l l '~-'~11 '~. 
Condition (4.2) and inequality (4.8) show that the sequence {A(u,0} is strictly decreasing (unless 
un = ~) and it is nonnegative by (4.6). Hence it converges to some number. Therefore, the 
difference of two successive t rms of the sequence goes to zero and so the sequence {u~} converges 
strongly to ~ as n ~-* co .  This completes the proof. I 
REMARK 4.2. We emphasize that Assumption (i) is only used to show the existence of solutions 
of MQVLIP (1.1). If ~(., .) is affine in the second argument, hen Condition (iii)(c) is satisfied 
trivially. As a very special case of Theorem 4.1, it is easy to obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let D be a nonempty dosed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space B with 
dual space B*. Let T ,A  : D --~ B* and ~ : D x D -~ B be three mappings. Let w* E B* 
and ~ : B x B --* (-oo, -boo] be skew-symmetric and weakty continuous, such that int{v E D : 
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~(v, v) < c~} • O and ~o(., v) is proper convex for each v • D. Suppose that K : B --* (-oo, +c~] 
is a Frdchet differentiable and strongly convex functional with constant # > O, such that its 
derivative K'  is continuous from the weak topology to the strong topology. Suppose 
(i) T is ~-cocoercive with constant a > O, 
(ii) sa t i res  Conditions (iii)(a)-(iii)(b) of Theorem 4.1, 
(iii) A is ~?-relaxed Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > 0 and Lipschitz continuous with 




the mixed variational-like inequality problem (1.5) has a unique solution ¢z • D, 
for each p > O, there exists a unique solution un+l of the auxiliary problem (4.1) with 
N(Tu, Av) = Tu - Av for all u, v • D and un substituting for ~, 
(m) if 
2#~a 
o < p < 62 (a~2 + ~), 
then the sequence {un} defined by Algorithm 4.1 with N(Tu,  Av) = Tu - Av for all 
u, v 6 D strongly converges to the unique solution ~z of problem (1.5). 
PROOF. Let N(Tu,  Av) = Tu -Av  for all u,v 6 D. It is easy to check that N(., .), T, A, 7/, and 
~(., .) satisfy all conditions of Theorem 4.1. Conclusions (I)-(III) of Corollary 4.1 follow from 
Theorem 4.1. | 
REMARK 4.3. We emphasize that our algorithm and convergence analysis are different from that 
of Ansari and Yao [11]. Corollary 4.1 greatly improves Theorem 3.2 of Ansari and Yao [11] in 
the following ways: 
(1) D may be a unbounded subset of a reflexive Banach spaces. 
(2) For the case of unbounded omain, the condition in Remark 3.2 of Ansari and Yao [11, 
p. 537] is unnecessary. 
(3) T/(., .) may not be affine. 
(4) Corollary 4.1 gives not only the iteratlve schemes for solving MQVLIP (1.5) but also the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions of MQVLIP (1.5). 
Corollary 4.1 also improves Theorem 4.1 of Ding [5,6,8] in several ways. Hence, Theorem 4.1 
further generalizes the results of Ansari and Yao [11] to a more general mixed quasi-variational- 
like inclusion problem (1.1). We can also generalize Theorem 3.3 and Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 
in [11] to reflexive Banach spaces under weaker assumptions. The details will be omitted. 
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